This article examines the stability of symptoms, syndromes, and diagnoses of specific anxiety and depressive disorders, as well as diagnostic shifts from one syndrome to another over time. Using retrospective and longitudinal prospective data from the baseline and first follow-up investigation (19.7 months later) of the Early Developmental Stages of Psychopathology Study (EDSP), we focus on establishing stability measures for early stages of mental disorders in a community sample of adolescents aged 14 to 17 years at baseline. The results are as follows: (1) Although only about 30% developed a full-blown DSM-IV disorder, psychopathological syndromes are widespread in adolescents: 15% of the population aged 14 to 17 at baseline were not affected by at least some clinically relevant symptoms of mental disorders either throughout their previous life or throughout the follow-up period. (2) The likelihood of staying free of symptoms and threshold disorders during follow-up was highest among subjects who were completely well at baseline. The probability of a positive outcome decreased as a function of severity of baseline diagnostic status. (3) There was a considerable degree of fluctuation not only in the diagnostic status and severity of specific disorders, but also in terms of complete remissions and shifts from one syndrome and disorder to another. (4) Anxiety disorders, overall, slightly differ with regard to the persistence and stability of the diagnostic status from depressive disorders. (5) However, there were remarkable differences between specific types of anxiety and depressive disorders. Consistent with other longitudinal epidemiological studies in the general population, this study finds that the syndromes and diagnoses of mental disorders have a strong tendency to wax and wane over time in this age group.
Recent surveys using the standardized diagnostic criteria of the DSM-III-R 1 and DSM-IV 2 classification systems have demonstrated that between 40% and 50% of the adult population have experienced a mental disorder at some point in their lifetime (lifetime prevalence) and 20% to 25% fulfilled diagnostic criteria during the previous 12 months. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] There is a substantial and significant co-occurrence of diagnoses both within and between major classes of disorders, with particularly high lifetime and current comorbidity rates between anxiety and depressive disorders. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Additional data on the age of first onset have allowed the incidence of various diagnoses to be identified throughout an individual's life, as well as enabling temporal patterns of diagnosis and co-occurrence of disorders to be identified. 4, 11, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] These studies indicate the following:
1. Although the onset of mental disorders can occur at any time in an individual's life, certain mental disorders such as phobic disorders typically begin to emerge in childhood, whereas others such as major depression and generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) usually emerge late in adolescence or (early) adulthood.
3. Data also seem to suggest that the persistence of certain disorders, measured as the continuation from the initial onset in an individual's life to the time of assessment, is quite variable-for example, major depression data, like clinical studies, indicate fairly low persistence coefficients of about 30% as opposed to anxiety disorders (50% to 65%).
However, methodological issues (categorical assessment of syndromes and temporal resolution of lifetime course of syndromes) and design issues (retrospective studies) make it almost impossible to go beyond such fairly broad estimations about the persistence and stability of mental disorders. Thus, it is not possible at this point to characterize the various forms of mental disorders accurately in terms of duration, variation, and patterns of natural course and outcome (for example, whether there is full or partial remission). In patients with more than 1 disorder (comorbid cases), we also do not know at this point whether and how frequently remission in 1 disorder (for example, agoraphobia) indicates remission for other comorbid conditions (such as depression) or how frequently shifts from one syndrome to another occur. To characterize single disorders in this way (diagnosis-specific characterization) and to produce such characterizations across caseness requires much more subtle assessments of patients' diagnostic status in terms of the presence of symptoms and syndromes over time. Ideally, such an assessment should classify single and multiple diagnostic classes on at least 3 levels: symptomatic, that is, the presence of core symptoms only; subthreshold, meaning that the diagnostic criteria for a full DSM-IV diagnosis are almost met; and threshold, meaning that the full criteria are met. Such data, if available from prospective longitudinal studies, would not only be helpful with regard to our clinical and nosological understanding of specific disorders, but would also assist our understanding of the comorbidity and nosology of mental disorders in general. Such data would (1) help to clarify the importance of suggested symptom progression models, such as those describing the frequent comorbidity patterns of panic, agoraphobia, major depression, and substance use, 8, [20] [21] [22] [23] (2) help to determine the nosological status of clinically controversial single diagnoses such as social phobia and GAD, and (3) allow the application of more sophisticated statistical models to identify the latent structure of psychopathology in general.
From the few available longitudinal epidemiological studies in general population samples that offer at least some more subtle information about the diagnostic stability of anxiety and depressive disorders, 5, [14] [15] [16] 24 the findings seem to suggest that the stability and persistence of specific mental disorders is not as high as previously suggested. 2, 25 In such studies, affective and anxiety disorders were found to have a fluctuating course in terms of the presence and severity over time. Even in what are usually viewed as chronic and persisting conditions such as GAD, there is obviously considerable variability and marked diagnostic instability over time, challenging traditional clinical assumptions. 5, 26 This constitutes a marked difference from the available clinical literature, which frequently describes the natural course of many disorders such as social phobia or GAD, as persisting and sometimes gradually worsening in an almost linear manner, unless treated. The relative lack of stability of symptoms of mental disorders seems especially pronounced in nonclinical studies 5, 7, 27 and studies on psychiatric morbidity in primary care settings. [28] [29] [30] [31] This suggests that either the course of epidemiological cases differs from that of clinical samples or, alternatively, retrospective clinical findings concerning the course of mental disorder provide biased estimates of the true natural course of anxiety and depressive disorders.
Objecitves
This article examines the stability of symptoms, syndromes, diagnoses, and caseness of various specific mental disorders, defined by DSM-IV criteria, in more detail. Using retrospective and longitudinal prospective data from the baseline and the first follow-up investigation of the Early Developmental Stages of Psychopathology Study (EDSP) 32, 33 and considering various diagnosis-specific and caseness-threshold models (well, symptomatic, subthreshold, and threshold), we focus on establishing stability measures for early stages of mental disorders. We emphasize that we are concerned with the patterns of the natural course of mental disorders that are characteristic of early stages of the disorders. The findings might not be representative of mental disorders as a whole. The following questions are addressed:
1. What were the lifetime and 12-month prevalence rates at the time of the baseline study and at follow-up of DSM-IV anxiety and depressive disorders among adolescents? 2. How frequent was comorbidity in this sample of adolescents? Which conditions occurred most frequently as primary disorders and which most frequently as secondary disorders?
3. How stable were symptoms, syndromes, and diagnoses of mental disorders over time?
Method
This article reports findings from the baseline and first follow-up investigation of the EDSP. The EDSP examined the prevalence, risk factors, comorbidity, and course of mental disorders and substance use disorders prospectively over a period of almost 5 years in a representative sample of 3,021 subjects aged 14 to 24 years at the time of the baseline study. The study provides the opportunity for up to 2 prospective follow-up interviews (the time difference between investigations being approximately 19 months) during adolescence and early adulthood, when the incidence of anxiety, affective disorders, and substance disorders and the development of comorbidity is high. Emphasis is placed on the evaluation of developmental patterns of psychopathology in early adolescence through early adulthood, after the age of 14. Childhood disorders prior to this age (such as conduct disorder, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and oppositional defiant disorder) that might be important precursor conditions for subsequent psychopathology were mainly assessed in a separate part of the project by interviewing the parents of our respondents; these findings will be reported in a separate publication.
Important features of the EDSP study include (1) an interview based on a modified version of the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) 34 adapted to evaluate DSM-IV 2 and ICD-10 35 research diagnostic criteria, (2) the assessment of a broader range of threshold and subthreshold diagnoses and syndromes than previous surveys, and (3) the use of memory-aid techniques introduced by the National Comorbidity Survey 7 to improve the recall for onset and disabilities associated with past episodes of disorders. The EDSP sample of 14-to 24-year-old subjects has also been chosen to minimize the effect of recall bias while maximizing its usefulness in estimating baseline prevalence and estimating incidence in our subsequent waves.
Design
The overall design of the study (Fig 1) is prospective and longitudinal with a family history component. It consists of a baseline survey (conducted in 1995) and 2 follow-up surveys at approximately 15 and 30 months after the baseline (first follow-up study conducted, on average, 19.7 months after the baseline study). In a separate parent investigation, direct personal interviews were performed with the respondents' parents to assess information about the respondents' somatic, psychological, and childhood social development and childhood disorders, and to assess symptoms, syndromes, and diagnoses of mental disorders in the family. Findings presented herein include data from the baseline and first follow-up investigation of adolescents aged 14 to 17 at the time of the baseline study.
Sample
The total sample was drawn from the 1994 Bavarian government registry of inhabitants in metropolitan Munich (and the surrounding district--for details, see Wittchen et al.32) . Table 1 summarizes the number and percentage at the baseline study conducted in 1995 and at the first follow-up conducted in 1997-1998, on average, 19.7 months later, with the completion rates for males and females (for a more detailed description of this sample, see Höfler et al. 36 and Perkonigg et al. 37 ).
To account for differential sampling probabilities in this study, as well as nonresponses, data reported herein have been adjusted by age, sex, and geographic location to match the distribution of the sampling frame (for further details, see Wittchen et al. 32 and Nelson and Wittchen 38 ).
Diagnostic Assessment
Symptom and diagnostic assessments in the baseline study and the first follow-up investigation were based on the Computer-Assisted Personal Interview (CAPI) lifetime (TO) and follow-up change (T1) version of the Munich-Composite International Diagnostic Interview (M-CIDI). 39, 40 The M-CIDI is a modified version of the World Health Organization CIDI, version 1.2, supplemented with questions to cover DSM-IV and ICD-10 criteria. The M-CIDI allows for the assessment of symptoms, syndromes, and diagnoses of 48 mental disorders (not counting various subtypes of main disorders) along with information about onset, duration, and clinical and psychosocial severity. This report particularly emphasizes affective disorders (including mania, bipolar I and II, major depression, and dysthymia) and anxiety disorders (including panic disorder, agoraphobia, GAD, specific, social, and separation anxiety disorders, and phobia NOS). The remaining diagnoses (such as eating and substance use disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorders, and posttraumatic stress disorders) are collapsed into "other disorders" and are not dealt with separately herein.
Diagnostic analysis is based on the M-CIDI diagnostic package DSM-IV diagnostic algorithms. 40 Diagnostic findings reported herein are based on the M-CIDI/DSM-IV algorithms without using the DSM-IV hierarchy rules unless otherwise stated. We deleted most of the CIDI skip rules in the CIDI diagnostic sections to allow the study of various forms of subthreshold conditions (see below), which also include clinically defined subthreshold forms such as mixed anxiety-depression and brief recurrent anxiety/depression. In this way, we also improved the CIDI ability to measure more subtle changes in diagnostic status. For the purpose of this report, we classify the diagnostic status of all respondents for each diagnosis, as well as across all diagnoses (caseness status), into 4 mutually exclusive groups using the polytomous DSM-IV criteria:
• Well: no core symptoms for the respective diagnosis
• Symptomatic: at least 1 diagnostically relevant core symptom and some additional symptoms (for example, at least 1 subjective panic attack that came unexpectedly); • Subthreshold: DSM-IV criteria almost fully met except for 1 key criterion (for example, all criteria for panic disorder are met, but only 2 instead of 4 of the mandatory autonomic symptoms)
• Threshold: full DSM-IV criteria are met
The mean time taken to complete the computerized CAPI M-CIDI, including the questionnaires, was 77 minutes. The decision to use the CAPI-CIDI was made after pilot testing in which CAPI interviews were shown to reduce the length of interview administration, and this helped to avoid interviewer coding errors, skip-rule errors, and probequestion errors. The CAPI version of the M-CIDI was supplemented by a separate respondent booklet that included several scales and questionnaires of importance to the longitudinal component of our study. There were also cognitive aids to assist the respondent in dating symptom onset and occurrence and in answering complicated symptom questions and identifying patterns in the course of his or her disorder.
Reliability and Validity of the M-CIDI
The psychometric properties of the M-CIDI have been investigated in various types of samples (see Reed et al. 41 and Wittchen et al.
33
). The test-retest reliability of the computerized M-CIDI has been investigated in a sample of 60 community respondents. They were interviewed twice independently by trained interviewers with an average time interval of 38 days between investigations. Test-retest reliability was good for almost all specific DSM-IV core symptom questions and disorders examined, with K values ranging from fair (bulimia, K = 0.55; GAD, K = 0.45) to excellent (K > 0.72) for all other anxiety disorders and alcohol use disorders. 33 Validity was investigated in a clinical sample of 68 patients by comparing M-CIDI diagnoses with clinical diagnoses made by treating physicians. There was generally good concordance between clinician and M-CIDI diagnoses, with the exception of psychotic disorders (K = 0.21), dysthymia (0.54), and somatoform disorders (0.50). The K values for the remaining categories ranged from 0.63 for panic disorder to 0.96 for depressive episode (see Reed et al. 41 ).
Fieldwork
Face-to-face computer-assisted interviews were administered by professional health interviewers and clinical psychologists at the baseline study, and exclusively by trained clinical psychologists at follow-up. All interviewers received intensive CIDI training, which included the CIDI standard training components. The training period was followed by practice interviews, which were closely monitored by our staff. In the fieldwork, after initiating contact with the proband by mail, the time and location of the direct interview were agreed upon by telephone. Most interviews were conducted in the homes of the probands. During the fieldwork, all interviewers were closely supervised by specially trained M-CIDI clinical editors. Thus, errors in the later interviews could be minimized and missing values could be reassessed immediately. Table 2 reports the number and weighted prevalence (with 95% confidence interval [CI]) at baseline and follow-up. The last column indicates the cumulative lifetime incidence for each condition over the course of the study. At follow-up, the incidence (proportion of cases with the disorder unaffected at baseline) and 12-month prevalence at follow-up are reported separately (proportion of cases with an active disorder at follow-up irrespective of diagnostic status at baseline). For baseline and follow-up, we also provide a crude stability measure. This measures indicates the proportion of current 12-month cases among all lifetime cases, observed at either baseline or follow-up.
Results

Baseline and Follow-up Prevalence and Incidence of M-CIDI/DSM-IV Disorders
At baseline, 33.3% of all 14-to 17-year-olds had at least 1 disorder listed, most of whom also fulfilled criteria for at least 1 disorder during the 12 months preceding the interview (12-month prevalence, 24.0%; 12-month to lifetime prevalence ratio, 72%). The 12-month prevalence of disorders at follow-up was considerably higher (31.4%), mainly due to recent incident cases (25.2%) that were not suffering from any mental disorder at baseline. The follow-up stability (12-month follow-up prevalence to cumulative incidence 63%) is slightly lower than at baseline. The overall cumulative incidence of diagnoses among adolescents aged 14 to 17 at baseline is 50.1%, indicating that every second individual fulfilled diagnostic criteria for at least 1 disorder once in his or her lifetime. Rates of comorbidity were quite high overall, and increased slightly over the observation period (baseline, 13.0% comorbid v 20.3% pure; follow-up, 22.7% comorbid v 27.4% pure).
Prevalence patterns of specific diagnoses differed considerably between baseline and followup. The 12-month prevalence of any depressive disorder (baseline, 4.8%; 8.6% at follow-up), substance use disorder (7.2%; 12.9%), and somatoform disorder (2.4%; 5.8%), for example, increased considerably during the follow-up period, whereas the 12-month prevalence for any anxiety disorder declined from 14.5% to 10.4%. This indicates, in accordance with previous age-of-onset hazard analyses, 42 that anxiety disorders are mostly early-onset disorders, with few incident cases after early adolescence, whereas substance and somatoform and affective disorders usually occur later in adolescence or have a more fluctuating course. Table 3 provides a cross-tabulation of the respondents' caseness status at baseline and followup using 4 different CIDI caseness definitions: well, symptomatic, subthreshold, and threshold. Whereas "threshold" indicates that the person fulfilled full DSM-IV diagnostic criteria at least once, "well" describes subjects who did not even show symptoms of any mental disorder examined. "Symptomatic" denotes subjects endorsing at least some symptoms for at least 1 disorder, and "subthreshold" indicates the group in between symptomatic and threshold.
Baseline and Follow-up Changes in Caseness Status of Mental Disorders
Of the total of 1,228 subjects examined, 315 described themselves as free of any core symptoms of mental disorders at baseline, and 53.2% of these remained well (without any signs of psychopathology) through the follow-up period; 19% changed to symptomatic and 17.3% to subthreshold, and only 10.5% developed a threshold disorder. In contrast, of 365 threshold subjects at baseline (with any DSM-IV diagnosis), only 16.7% were completely well at follow-up, 21.4% were symptomatic, 26.2% were subthreshold, and 35.7% fulfilled diagnostic criteria for at least 1 disorder. Overall, the estimated probability of threshold caseness for any DSM-IV diagnosis at follow-up increased as a function of baseline diagnostic status. It is also noteworthy that for both subthreshold and threshold cases, the estimated probability of the individual concerned being at least a subthreshold case again at follow-up is remarkably high (51.9% for baseline subthreshold cases and 61.9% for baseline threshold cases).
Baseline Versus Follow-up: Depressive and Anxiety Disorders
When reading Tables 4 and 5 , it should be noted that each diagnostic status in the left part of the cross-tabulation (well, symptomatic, subthreshold, or threshold) only refers to the particular condition to which it was applied for each individual. Thus, a person whose depression has completely remitted at follow-up (and is therefore "well" in terms of depression) might still have another disorder present (see the following section). The righthand portion of the cross-tabulation reports the estimated probability for other threshold DSM-IV diagnoses to inform about the frequency of other disorders at follow-up in each of the baseline groups.
Depressive disorder. For depression (either major depression and/or dysthymia), a similar overall picture emerged as for overall caseness. The estimated probability of being classified as a threshold or subthreshold depression case at follow-up increased fairly consistently as a function of diagnostic status at baseline. For example, 81.8% of the total of 936 subjects unaffected by depressive symptoms at baseline remained well; only a few developed symptoms of depression (8.3%), subthreshold depression (4.8%), or threshold depression (5.1%). In contrast, the respective follow-up conditional probabilities among 104 baseline threshold depression cases were 39.2% well, 9.7% symptomatic, 20.1% subthreshold, and 31.0% threshold. The estimated probability of having an anxiety disorder at follow-up was also considerably higher (21.6%). No such relationship, however, was found for other diagnoses examined.
Taking threshold and subthreshold depression status together, the data suggest that 31.5% to 51.1% of all baseline subthreshold and threshold cases were again classified as at least subthreshold cases. When considering dysthymia and major depression cases separately, dysthymia cases appeared to have a slightly less favorable outcome than major depression cases.
Anxiety disorder. Anxiety disorder, overall, showed a slightly different picture from depressive disorders in 3 respects:
• A considerably lower proportion of stable threshold cases (19.7% v 31.0%) • A considerably lower proportion of new threshold cases as compared with depression • An increased risk of depressive disorder However, as with depression, the estimated probability of threshold caseness at follow-up increased as a function of baseline status. Another noteworthy finding is that, unlike depression, cases with no anxiety or only symptomatic anxiety at baseline had a fairly low risk of also having other disorders.
An inspection of the findings for specific diagnoses (not shown in the Tables) revealed considerable variability. Taking stable threshold and subthreshold diagnoses both at baseline and at follow-up as a yardstick, panic disorder (44%) and specific phobia (30.1%) were found to be most stable, whereas specific phobia NOS (4%), agoraphobia (13.4%), and social phobia (15.8%) were the least stable. Complete remissions for specific threshold diagnoses were correspondingly highest for specific phobia NOS (93% of cases were complete remissions) and agoraphobia (75.4%).
How "Well" Are "Remitted" Baseline Anxiety and Depression Cases ?
The remarkable number of baseline threshold cases with depression and anxiety that were found to be completely free of symptoms at follow-up raises the question of whether these cases are completely remitted or whether they had other threshold diagnoses present. Figure  2A indicates that 70.7% of baseline depression cases that remitted at follow-up have no other diagnoses of any type; 10.4%, however, had anxiety disorders and 16.4% other disorders (predominantly somatoform disorders) and 2.6% were found to have multiple diagnoses.
However there are several noteworthy differences when major depression and dysthymia are considered separately. Just 2 individuals had dysthymia only, whereas 11 fulfilled criteria for both major depression and dysthymia. Among the 39 remitted baseline major depression cases, only 63.4% were actually completely free of mental disorders, 9.1% fulfilled criteria for dysthymia at follow-up, 8.6% had an anxiety disorder, and 17% had other disorders (either somatoform or substance use disorders). A slightly less favorable follow-up diagnostic status was found for dysthymia -only 47.3% with remitted dysthymia were free of other disorders (differences were all nonsignificant). Figure 2B shows that, overall, anxiety disorders (87.3%; 95% CI 80.4%-94%) had a significantly higher proportion of completely remitted cases than depressive disorders (70.7%; 95% CI 62.1%-79.2%). Only a few had depressive or other disorders. There is, however, remarkable variation between the different types of anxiety disorders, suggesting that this result is mainly driven by specific phobia and phobia NOS cases.
Of the 26 remitted agoraphobia cases (threshold agoraphobia at baseline and no symptoms at followup), 12.9% fulfilled criteria for other anxiety disorders, 8.3% for depressive disorders, 3.6% for other diagnoses (exclusive somatoform), and 10.6% for all of these conditions (resulting in a complete remission rate of 64.6%; 95% CI 52.0%-72.1%), but 78.8% of specific phobia cases and 82% (95% CI 72.5%-91%) of phobia NOS cases were completely remitted at follow-up. The lowest complete remission rates (with no further diagnoses) were found for panic disorder (50%) and GAD (22%).
Discussion
The main aim of this report was to investigate, retrospectively and prospectively, the stability of symptoms, syndromes, and diagnoses of anxiety and depressive conditions over a mean period of 19.7 months in a representative population sample of adolescents and young adults aged 14 to 17 years at baseline.
Before discussing our findings, some limitations and caveats should be mentioned. (1) A key characteristic of our study is that we relied exclusively on diagnostic information provided by the adolescents and did not include either available clinical information about the diagnostic status and course of the disorders or parents' reports, which might be of relevance, especially for some early-onset anxiety and somatoform disorders. We were encouraged to take this approach by our findings that the M-CIDI diagnoses considered herein are at least sufficiently reliable and valid. 32, 41 (2) Our findings apply exclusively to adolescents and not necessarily to older respondents and disorders, where the stability and persistence of syndromes, as well as comorbidity, might be more pronounced. (3) Throughout the report, we emphasize a descriptive approach. Thus, differences between diagnostic groups should be interpreted with caution due to the considerable CIs. (4) No attempt was made to monitor the course, persistence, and remission of disorders in a more detailed way as a function of time by using survival modeling or additional information that might have enabled us to monitor the course of disorders on a monthly basis. (5) Finally, no attempt was made to control for the influence of comorbid conditions at baseline or to investigate the role of gender, because of the fairly low base rates. Keeping these potential limitations in mind, there are at least 5 noteworthy findings and observations:
1. Psychopathological syndromes were widespread. We found that symptoms of mental disorder occurred in the vast majority of adolescents studied, a finding that is consistent with results from a comparable epidemiological study in this field. 3 Only slightly more than 15% of the population aged 14 to 17 at baseline were not affected by at least some clinically relevant symptoms of mental disorder either throughout their lives prior to investigation or throughout the follow-up period. We can further conclude that the likelihood of staying free from any mental symptoms (53.2%) -and even more importantly, free from mental disorders (89.5%) -throughout the follow-up period is highest among subjects who were well at baseline and that this probability of a positive outcome decreases as a function of severity of baseline diagnostic status. In the baseline study, only 86.3% of individuals with symptoms of disorders remained free from other diagnoses during follow-up; among subthreshold cases, 74.4%, and among baseline threshold cases, only 64.3%, did not develop any other mental disorder. In terms of caseness, this seems to suggest a dimensional structure of psychopathology 43 ; however, one should note that the "symptomatic" diagnostic status category used in this study seems much closer to the "well" category than to the "subthreshold" and "threshold" categories.
2. In the age group of adolescents studied, there was a considerable degree of fluctuation not only in the diagnostic status and severity of specific disorders but also in terms of complete remissions and shifts from one syndrome and disorder to another. Shifts between anxiety and affective disorders, but also to somatoform and substance use disorders, are particularly frequent. This finding is in accordance with earlier observations in prospective epidemiological studies by Angst et al. 27 and Vollrath and Angst. 14 3. Depressive symptoms and disorders affect a considerable proportion of even young adolescents and were found to be surprisingly persistent, at least whenever the point of subthreshold diagnostic status was reached. More than 50% of all baseline threshold cases and one third of the baseline subthreshold cases were still cases at least on the subthreshold level at follow-up. Even though we did not examine whether the depressive symptoms were present during the full follow-up period or whether there were recurring episodes, this clearly signals that adolescent depression is not typically a rare, transient phenomenon. This finding is not significantly influenced by the slightly less favorable outcome for dysthymic disorders.
4.
A slightly different overall picture emerged for anxiety disorders. First, contrary to our expectations and traditional clinical wisdom, anxiety disorders were not more persistent than depressive disorders. We observed a slightly higher proportion of full remissions to the "well" status for anxiety disorders than for depressive disorders and a lower proportion of persistent threshold and subthreshold cases. The demonstration that this finding is mainly driven by the most prevalent specific phobia and phobia NOS suggests that, at least in this age group, there was obviously a significant proportion of transient developmental but nevertheless clinically significant phobias with a favorable natural course, likely to remit completely without any comorbid condition present. Although the specific diagnostic stability of threshold conditions of panic disorder and GAD was also low overall, the follow-up outcome was considerably less favorable. As expected, we found that what are usually considered as more severe forms of DSM-IV anxiety disorder only rarely remit completely if shifts to other diagnoses or lower diagnostic thresholds are considered. Social phobias were found to have a relatively unstable course of progression, with 62% of baseline threshold cases being completely remitted. Only 16% remained threshold cases over the follow-up period. However, even among remitted baseline threshold social phobia cases, there was an increased risk of depressive and other threshold disorders, similar to GAD and panic disorder. Thus, in the future, more detailed prospective longitudinal analyses of the role of adolescent social phobia, in particular, deserve further attention.
5. The analyses of diagnostic shifts to other disorders (comorbidity) suggest, for both anxiety and depressive disorders, that diagnostic remission for one condition does not necessarily mean complete remission for at least one third of the sample. Rather, we found, e.g., for social phobia, that although 62.8% of baseline threshold social phobia cases were well at follow-up, many had other affective, somatoform, or anxiety disorders present at follow-up. Thus, there is obviously considerable "mobility" between diagnostic classes in terms of syndromes and diagnoses.
Finally, it should also be emphasized that retrospective assessment of the stability of syndromes and diagnoses obviously results in much higher rates of persistence and stability. It is not entirely clear whether the markedly lower prospective stability measures, as compared with the retrospective measures, are merely an artifact of different assessment methodologies or whether they reflect a true finding. We favor the assumption that such retrospective persistence measures frequently used in epidemiological surveys 7 are most likely to lead to a serious overestimation of stability.
To conclude, this study is in line with previous data from adult prospective longitudinal studies in the general population, which have shown that symptoms and syndromes, as well as diagnoses, of mental disorders wax and wane over time.
